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**YARDAGE LABELS**
Free Samples!
• Orders quickly shipped UPS
• Bright Colors • Fasteners included

**THE SOLUTION**
NEW ITEM.
For Areas Without Sprinklers.
Anywhere: Hazard Points, Put Your Message Plus Yardage

**Tees, Practice Ranges.**
For Areas Without Sprinklers.

Golfers - It’s a Management Decision.
A poorly marked course slows play. Isn’t it time you made the management decision that increases revenue and golfer satisfaction?

**YARDAGE LABELS**
Free Samples!
• Bright Colors • Fasteners included
• Orders quickly shipped UPS

**HARCO DUCTILE IRON FITTINGS FOR GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS**
Sizes 2" through 12", all configurations including "knock-on" repair couplings.
High Strength, high corrosion resistance.
Including "knock-on" repair couplings.
Sizes 2" through 12", all configurations.

**FITTINGS FOR GOLF COURSE**
The Harrington Corporation
Lynchburg, Va 24506
P.O. Box 10335

**IRRIGATION SYSTEMS**
The Kirby Marker System

**BREED TRIMMERS**
3 NEW MODELS
GCT12, GCT15, and GCT21
Starting at $369.95
Powerful engine, multidirectional cutting, lightweight, fast and easy to use, assembled in the USA
1-800-345-1960
FAX 305-973-8032

**EXCEL BRIDGE MANUFACTURING CO.**
Golf Course Bridges are our specialty! We fabricate easy-to-install, pre-engineered spans and fasteners anywhere in the USA. Call today for a free consultation.

**Circles**

**POND & LAKE LINERS**
- Buy Direct from fabricator 20, 30, 40 mil PVC, Hypalon, HDPE, & VLDPE.
- Custom fabricated panels of up to 25,000 ft.
- Material Only, Material & Supervision, or Complete Installation service.
1-800-524-8672
Colorado Lining Company, 1062 Singing Hills Road, Parker, CO 80134. 303-841-2022 Fax 303-841-5780

**Watson on short courses**
Continued from page 3
City Star. "There’s been a lot of lip service given to junior golf facilities, or places for kids to have an opportunity to play without the great expense of $10 or $15 or $45 for greens fees or the great expense for having to buy a set of golf clubs. Just a place you go out with a couple of clubs and a putter and go on a small course."
Watson challenged public parks or private landowners to donate three or four acres for a few holes and provide maintenance. "Greens fees at the new mini-course at Ironhorse are $2.50 to $3.
"What’s gratifying is when you have a kid out there for the first time and hits the ball farther than he thought he could hit," Watson said. "We’ve provided that thrill for a few of the kids, but we haven’t provided them a place to go over and over again. That’s going to be the ultimate thrill."